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The Centre for Sustainability Manage-
ment (CSM) is an international competence
centre for Sustainability Management at
the Leuphana University of Lueneburg,
Germany. It is headed by Prof. Dr. Stefan
Schaltegger and currently employs 30 re-
searchers trained in environmental sciences,
business management and economics. 

CSM conducts theoretical, transdisci-
plinary and practice-oriented research pro-
jects. It offers the first world wide distance
learning MBA in Sustainability Manage-
ment and is involved in several national
and international education programmes.
Furthermore, CSM organises knowledge
and know-how transfer in corporate sus-
tainability management. 

The research projects of CSM deal
with: “Fundamentals of Corporate Sustain-
ability Management”, “Measurement, In-
formation, Accounting and Communi-
cation”, “Management of Stakeholder
Relations” and “Integrative Sustainability
Economics and Management”.
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In economic theory, the concept and
function of entrepreneurship has been
discussed since the 18th century. Affected
by the pre-classical French works, entre-
preneurship is etymologically ascribed to
the term “entreprendre” (in English: to
begin, embark upon and set about). This
could be interpreted as a request to act.

In spite of enduring discourses for
more than 200 years, including economic
approaches as well as sociological and
psychological paraphrases of the subject,
there is no consistent scientific definition,
so far. The entrepreneur is a risk bearer,
innovator or industrial leader – the
discussion is often focussed on personal
characteristics of entrepreneurs. How-
ever, there are also functional points of
view that refer to the societal functions of
entrepreneurship. Such dynamic func-
tions are e.g. “assuming risk associated
with uncertainty” (Knight 1921), “en-
forcing innovation” (Schumpeter 1934),
“discovering of arbitrages” (Kirzner
1978) or the “coordination of resources”
(Casson 1982).

In this regard, the one important dif-
ference between conventional entrepre-
neurship and sustainable entrepreneur-
ship could be that innovation, for instan-
ce in terms of new products, new servi-
ces, new techniques or organisational
modes, needs to essentially reduce
negative environmental and social im-
pacts. Yet, this merely describes tech-
nological progress. However, a sus-

E D I T O R I A L
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tainable concept of entrepreneurship has
to additionally consider sustainability
effects of its core business activities on
society. 

With regard to Schumpeter, sustain-
able entrepreneurship is understood as
“creative destruction” by destroying con-
ventional production methods, products,
market structures and consumption pat-
terns, and substituting them with supe-
rior sustainable solutions. Sustainable
entrepreneurs are actors and companies
who realise market success in the mass
market and, at the same time, ensure en-
vironmental and social progress in their
core business – a constitutive difference
to the administration of sustainability

issues. This kind of sustainable entrepre-
neurship can also be noticed in establis-
hed firms – understood as the spirit and
process of creating market success with
sustainability promoting products or ser-
vices.

Contextually, social entrepreneurship
describes the innovative allocation of
resources to create and sustain social
value. According to Ashoka, the world’s
largest support network for social entre-
preneurs, those entrepreneurs are indivi-
duals with innovative solutions to socie-
ty’s most pressing social problems. They
are ambitious and persistent, meeting
major social challenges and offering
novel ideas for wide-scale change.

For the last 15 years, a broad scienti-
fic discussion has developed concerning
aspects of entrepreneurship in ecological
and social contexts. Subsequently, we
want to emphasise specific facets of sus-
tainable entrepreneurship that we are re-
searching at CSM: e.g. the promotion of
sustainability innovation, business models
for sustainability and last but not least
social entrepreneurship and its impact on
societal transformation.

With this newsletter on sustainable
and social entrepreneurship, we hope to
provide some insight into our manifold
research, education and transfer activi-
ties in this important field of corpora-

te sustainability.

Prof. Dr. Stefan Schaltegger

The possibilities of governmental organisations, political programmes and
legal regulations are often more limited than what is perceived whereas the
creative and shaping role of companies and entrepreneurs is mostly under-
estimated with regard to sustainable development. It requires more than just
progressive changes to existing patterns of production and consumption to
achieve sustainability. Instead, there is a need for fundamentally new sol-
utions in the way of doing business and governing our economies. Imper-
fections and failures in the markets as well as in the public sector demand
entrepreneurial activities that propose social and environmental improve-
ments. Consequently, corporate sustainability needs also to be discussed
from an innovative and entrepreneurial perspective. Thus, this newsletter is
dedicated to sustainable and social entrepreneurship.

Sustainable and Social Entrepreneurship –
Drivers of a Sustainable Development
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Growing interest in business model concepts can be recognized in business
and management sciences. Following primarily practical discussions,
ac7ademic contributions on the relevance of business model concepts are
emerging. But so far only little effort has been made to explore whether
business model thinking can enrich research on corporate sustainability.

Business Models for Sustainability – 
A new Perspective for Research on
Corporate Sustainability

In its program “Research for Sus-
tainability” the German Federal Ministry
of Education and Research (BMBF) em-
phasizes the relevance of research on
business models at the intersections of
economy and sustainability. The research
field “Concepts for sustainability in in-
dustry and business” contains the catego-
ry “Successful business models in a sus-
tainable market economy”. The BMBF
argues that technology and management
have been oriented too strongly to the
structures that have evolved and to ex-
isting business models. Therefore, suc-
cessful “business models for sustainabil-
ity” are an approach to enable decision-
makers in companies to exploit the sus-
tainability potential available in their
sphere of influence.

A new perspective
Likewise, more and more researchers

from the fields of sustainable entrepre-
neurship and sustainability management
point to the importance of business
model thinking. It becomes a relevant
factor for corporate sustainability if com-
panies try to improve their sustainability
performance with a strategic long-term
perspective. Since true corporate sustain-
ability is based on the integration of all
three sustainability dimensions into busi-
ness management, business model trans-
formations might be necessary to secure
sustainable operations. But besides such
general ideas only a few extensive
thoughts can be found in literature, i.e.
further conceptual and theoretical work
is missing.

An internet enquiry showed that the
term “business model for sustainability”
is hardly being applied; the BMBF was
amongst the first to use it. Some authors
propose “sustainable business models”
or “sustainability business models”, but

the intentions seem to be similar. This
CSM research project attempts to contri-
bute to the conceptualization and theory
building of “business models for sustai-
nability”. This term is chosen because it
shall directly refer to the concept of the
“business case for sustainability”. A
business case can be realized by well-
directed sustainability oriented measures:
The idea is to translate voluntary, i.e.
beyond legal compliance, and outstan-
ding environmentally and socially orien-
ted measures into economic success.
Analogous, a business model for sustain-
ability includes a business logic and
architecture that “boosts” the creation of
business cases for sustainability.

Starting from a generic concept
Business model cases that are related

to sustainability issues stem from diffe-
rent industries, address different pro-
blems and reveal different ideas about
the roles business models play. Accord-
ingly, choosing an appropriate conceptu-
al basis is a challenging task. A vast lit-
erature review was conducted using seve-
ral meta-studies. Finally, Osterwalder’s
(2004) generic concept was chosen as a
working basis for two reasons: First, it
provides an extensive and systematic syn-
thesis of earlier research on business
models and current academic discourses
show that his work is of utmost signifi-
cance. Second, the concept’s foundations
belong to management theory and are
amongst others influenced by Kaplan’s
and Norton’s (1992) Balanced Scorecard
approach. Therefore, this generic concept
should be familiar to academics and
practitioners from the fields of entrepre-
neurship and business management.
Building a bridge to sustainable entrepre-
neurship and corporate sustainability
management seems promising.

What is a business model?
A business model is related but is not

equal to strategy. It can be a planning
tool but it is not equal to business model-
ling; it can serve visualization purposes
but it is not an organizational chart. A
business model is a conceptualization of
the “what”, “who” and “how” of busi-
ness activities that differs from other ma-
nagement concepts and tools because of
its holistic and systemic approach. Oster-
walder (2004, 15) defines the business
model in a complex but condensed way:

An illustrative case: Shell’s “respon-
sible energy”

In 1997 Shell built up the business
unit Shell International Renewables and
the business area “responsible energy”
which is the company’s locus of corpo-
rate sustainability and CSR activities.
This area was erected strategically and
with great efforts in carrying out wind,
solar and bio fuel projects, but in March
2009 chief executive Jeroen van der Veer
proclaimed a strategic diminution of in-
vestment activities in these fields, except
bio fuels. The Times Online cited him as
follows, “I don’t expect them to grow
much at Shell from here, due to portfolio
fit and the returns outlook compared to
other opportunities” (http://business.times-
online.co.uk; emphases added). According
to Porter, this strategic move could be
interpreted as a measure to sustain Shell’s

“A business model is a conceptual
tool that contains a set of elements
and their relationships and allows
expressing a company’s logic of ear-
ning money. It is a description of the
value a company offers to one or
several segments of customers and
the architecture of the firm and its
network of partners for creating,
marketing and delivering this value
and relationship capital, in order to
generate profitable and sustainable
revenue streams.”

R E P O R T
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Contact and further information:
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Phone: 04131/677-2522
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Regional Business Models as a Means 
of Sustainable Change in the Energy
Industry – Theoretical Framework.
Discussion Paper, oikos Ph.D. summer
academy 2008. St. Gallen: oikos.
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Models Matter, Harvard Business 
Review, Vol. 80, No. 5, 86–92.

Osterwalder, A. (2004): The Busi-
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Dissertation, Universite de Lausanne.
Lausanne: Universite de Lausanne.
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titive Forces Shape Strategy, Harvard
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competitive position. “Jockeying among
current contestants” is one of five main
competitive forces (Porter 1979). It is
obvious that struggling for world market
shares and running for the highest re-
turns on investment are crucial elements
of “jockeying” in the global energy indu-
stry. Porter would suggest to identify the
underlying main drivers and to react with
a strategic agenda. “Strategy is making
trade-offs in competing. The essence of
strategy is choosing what not to do.”
(Porter 1996, 70; orig. emphasis)

Trade-offs like in the case of Shell can
have three reasons: “The first is inconsi-
stencies in image or reputation. … Se-
cond, and more important, trade-offs
arise from activities themselves. … Final-
ly, trade-offs arise from limits on internal
coordination and control.” (ibid, 68-69)
A deeper analysis would take out diverse
reasons for Shell’s trade-off, but especial-
ly the second aspect is of interest as it
refers to concrete activities, their variety
and their underlying preconditions –
aspects relevant to business model ana-
lyses. Furthermore, different strategic
positions “require different product con-
figurations, different equipment, diffe-
rent employee behaviour, different skills,
and different management systems”
(ibid, 69). The configuration of these
internal resources can be subsumed
under the business model roof and,
according to Magretta (2002), can be
distinguished from strategy itself. The
latter makes a choice on the strategic
position that shall be realized (strategic
agenda) by applying internal as well as
external resources that are configured
according to the specific business logic of
an adequate business model.

Consequently, each management de-
cision affects the business model, the
strategy, or both. Porter is right in saying
that strategy deals with trade-offs and
decides what to do or not. But this is just
part of the story since the whole plot con-
sists of the what, who and how (Afuah
2004). Shell has to develop business
models for the specific value propositions
(what), customers (who), infrastructural
and financial needs of renewables (how).
Patient investors for example are a prere-
quisite for business models for renewa-
bles (Wüstenhagen & Boehnke 2008).

Business model thinking explicitly asks if
and how this and other pieces of a ventu-
re fit in; but the impression from Shell’s
case is that fit is defined only in strategy
terms like “portfolio fit” and “compara-
tive return outlook”. A committed strate-
gy of developing “responsible energy”
must instead be complemented by more
far-reaching business model planning to
create fit between components like e.g.
value proposition, customers, infrastruc-
tural and financial needs.

Otherwise it is like putting “old wine
in a new bottle” – a “strategy” that leads
to inappropriate expectations and valu-
ations. The strategic what-decision was
clearly made, whereas the business model
related who- and how-decisions should
have gone further. In other words, diffe-
rent strategic positions – like operating
huge wind-farms and photovoltaic facili-
ties – require different business models.

Further research
Realizing the business case for sustai-

nability does not only depend on formu-
lating competitive strategy but also on
business model effects:
• Strategy decides for a subject of cor-

porate sustainability (e.g. a specific
value proposition for a specific mar-
ket) and has to find answers to the
question of how competitiveness and
business success can be improved by
voluntary and outstanding environ-
mental and social performance.

• A business model configuration
which translates strategy into activi-
ties and places the chosen subject in
an adequate company/environment
setting is a precondition for success-
fully realizing the business case and
may therefore be labeled a business
model for sustainability.
In some cases the choice of a strategy

is a necessary but not sufficient concept.
Shell’s decision to invest in “responsible
energy” was a sustainability-related stra-
tegic move, but the large-scale oriented
and shareholder-driven business model
did not complement it. Some scholars
directly point to this critical relationship
of strategy and business models:
Following Magretta (2002), neither is the
interplay between corporate strategy and
business models trivial, nor is a good

R E P O R T

strategy or a convincing business model
alone and in itself a key to competitive-
ness and success. The interrelations bet-
ween both concepts are decisive. Their
conceptualization is one of the main
tasks for further research on business
models for sustainability.

Florian Lüdeke-Freund
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Beyond integrating lead users and
suppliers into their innovation processes,
co-opetition efforts as well as the integra-
tion of stakeholders from different sec-
tors of society can positively contribute
to the generation and successful market
realisation of innovations for sustainabil-
ity.

Think differently
Innovations for sustainability require

managers to think differently. For an
increasing number of cases cooperation

www.leuphana.de/csm

and especially radical systems innova-
tions affect actors from diverging sectors
of society. Dealing with these stakehold-
ers does not only mean having to gain
their legitimacy but there is also huge po-
tential in terms of resources, skills and
capacities to be realised. Hence, it can be
advantageous to strategically integrate
affected stakeholders throughout the en-
tire innovation process. The various pha-
ses of the innovation process such as idea
generation, R&D, prototyping as well as
market introduction and mass market
dispersion can benefit from stakeholders’
knowledge. Besides being a core element
of corporate competitive success, these
innovations have the potential to make
society abandon generally accepted unsu-
stainable paths and walk the talk to
novel and possibly unusual yet more sus-
tainable behaviour.

Managing opportunities and risks 
Multi-stakeholder initiatives such as

the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC),

is a strategic option to create innovation.
It is difficult for a firm to possess all the
knowledge and resources required to
compete successfully in the long term.
Managing the integration of stakeholders
(lead-users, competitors, government
bodies, research institutes, nongovern-
mental organisations and financial insti-
tutes, etc.) strategically into a firm’s inno-
vation processes can be one of the key
elements for the successful generation
and realisation of innovations for sus-
tainability. Innovations for sustainability

R E P O R T

Innovation drives competitive success in many firms. Moreover, innovation
is an essential factor for the realisation of sustainable development. Com-
panies’ environmental and social innovation activities play a major role in
local as well as global transformation processes towards a more sustainable
future. Due to limited resources and capacities, business actors cannot and
should not solve the increasingly complex and intertwined challenges of
sustainable development by themselves.

Innovations for Sustainability 
by Stakeholder Integration
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the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), the
Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition
(GAIN) or the Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative (EITI) are promi-
nent examples as to how cross-sectoral
cooperation can lead to novel concepts
and solutions for sustainable develop-
ment. These initiatives take into account
the interests of multiple stakeholders
from different sectors of society and thus
benefit from the ideas and support of
involved actors. Considering the innova-
tion process as being embedded into a
system of innovation, various actors
from within this system can positively as
well as negatively contribute to different
phases of the innovation process. Hence,
innovation management is increasingly
about managing opportunities and risks
of stakeholder integration when opening
up company-internal innovation proces-
ses towards integrating external know-
ledge, ideas and resources. Open-innova-
tion (see e.g. Chesbrough 2003), lead-
user integration (see e.g. von Hippel
2006), co-opetition (see e.g. Bengtsson &
Kock 2000) and clustering (see e.g.
Porter 2000) are just a few strategic key
concepts a sustainability and innovation
manager should be aware of and be able
to manage effectively.

Novel means for novel ends
Despite risks of knowledge-spillover

and competitive appropriation coming
along with the integration of stakehol-
ders into innovation processes, aware-
ness is substantially growing that the
locus of innovation cannot just be inter-
nal, but that integration of external re-
sources may lead to much more radical
breakthrough innovations. This under-
standing is of significant importance for
the generation and realisation of innova-
tions for sustainability. Sustainable devel-
opment cannot just bank on mere incre-
mental innovations that resemble an
improvement of the means-end relation
in already existent structures and mar-
kets. In order to prevail over path depen-
dent behaviour Schumpeter’s idea of cre-
ative destruction should be applied.
Hence, revolutionary, functional innova-
tions providing novel means for novel
ends with a very high degree of newness
and comprehensive change of organisa-

Contact and further information:
MiBA / M.A. Marianne Esders 
Phone: 04131/677-2236
E-mail: esders@uni.leuphana.de
Internet: www.leuphana.de/csm
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Hippel, E. von (2006): Democratizing
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Press.
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Harvard University.

Porter, M. (2000): Location, Competi-
tion and Economic Development: Local
Clusters in a Global Economy, Econo-
mic Development Quarterly, Vol. 14,
No. 1, 15-34.

Powell, W.W. & Grodal, S. (2006): Net-
works of Innovators, in: Fagerberg, J.;
Mowery, D.C. & Nelson, R.R. (Eds.) The
Oxford handbook of innovation. Oxford:
Oxford University Press.

Schaltegger, S. & Burritt, R. (2005): 
Corporate Sustainability, in: Folmer, 
H. & Tietenberg, T. (Eds.) The Interna-
tional Yearbook of Environmental and
Resource Economics. Cheltenham:
Edward Elgar.

Schaltegger, S. & Wagner, M. (2008):
Types of Sustainable Entrepreneurship
and Conditions for Sustainability Inno-
vation. From the Administration of a
Technical Challenge to the Manage-
ment of an Entrepreneurial Opportunity,
in: Wüstenhagen, R.; Hamschmidt, J.;
Sharma, S. & Starik, M. (Eds.) Sustain-
able Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
Cheltenham: Edward Elgar.

Smith, A.; Stirling, A. & Berkhout, F.
(2005): The governance of sustainable
socio-technical transitions, Research
Policy, Vol. 34, 1491–1510.

tional processes need to be generated.
And, additionally to being generated,
these innovations need to be realised in
the market as well and thus be accepted
by stakeholders. Here, stakeholder inte-
gration (e.g. by means of lead-user inte-
gration, installment of state subsidies or
introduction of supportive legislation)
can again be ascribed a prominent role in
supporting the successful introduction
and subsequent dispersion of a social in-
novation or eco-innovation throughout
the mass market. 

Societal transformation and compe-
titiveness through innovations for
sustainability

Besides being a process of technologi-
cal advancement, innovation, moreover,
includes co-evolving social aspects such
as new markets, user practices, regula-
tions, infrastructures, cultural meanings,
maintenance networks and supply net-
works. Thus, an innovation for sustaina-
bility is characterised as a highly complex
and dynamic socio-technical transforma-
tion process, which, if successfully facili-
tated and accepted by stakeholders,
could become a system innovation ulti-
mately leading to societal transformation
and a more sustainable future. At the
same time stakeholder integration into
innovation processes requires firms to
simultaneously protect and share their
stock of knowledge, identify core compe-
tencies and to develop strong human
resources to manage those core compe-
tencies and inter-organisational innova-
tion activities. Hence, innovation for
sustainability does not only lead to socie-
tal transformation but also plays a pro-
minent role in supporting firms in strate-
gically building core competencies in
innovation management and in achieving
long-term competitive success. Mecha-
nisms of stakeholder integration and col-
lective learning processes towards the
generation of innovations for sustainabi-
lity are highly dynamic and complex.
Thus, further analysis of the related pro-
cesses is to be carried out in order to
identify their full potential and determine
success factors for performance manage-
ment. 

Marianne Esders
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His business idea demonstrated that
poor Bangladeshi women are capable of
being entrepreneurial as well as responsi-
ble enough to pay back credit loans. This
concept is now widely known as ‘micro
credits’.

Nevertheless, even before Yunus,
social entrepreneurship or social business
has received attention from scientists. As
a newly discovered phenomenon, social
entrepreneurship has fostered a vast
number of understandings and interpre-
tations and so has social business. Social
entrepreneurship is a further develop-
ment of the entrepreneurship concept.
Entrepreneurship stands for new innova-
tive ways to tackle certain issues and
markets. One of the more well-known
authors is Joseph Schumpeter who deve-
loped the concept of creative destruction
meaning that new ideas, products or ser-
vices destroy established and existing
ones. In the case of social entrepreneurs-
hip, the tackled issues are found in the
social sector. Furthermore, social entre-
preneurship ventures are not simply ad-
dressing symptoms but are focussing on
the root of a specific social problem.
Consequently, most social entrepreneurs-
hip ventures have a social mission that is
directly integrated into their core busi-
ness activities. However, there are many
disputed facts such as if a social mission
has to be a separate venture or can be
included in an existing one, if it can rely
on donations or needs to be self-suffi-
cient and so forth. 

Another unclear issue concerns the
following terms: Social business and soci-
al entrepreneurship. Social business is
sometimes seen as a synonym of social
entrepreneurship, as a form of social en-
trepreneurship or as a concept that paral-
lels social entrepreneurship. For organi-
sations such as Ashoka and Schwab

Social entrepreneurship is emerging as a new buzz word in literature and
newsprint. This is partially due to the fact that the Noble Peace Prize Winner
of 2006, Muhammad Yunus, received this honour for a social entrepreneurs-
hip venture. The remarkable aspect here is often seen in the fact that he
received the Peace Prize.

Social Entrepreneurship Education: 
Students established Ashoka Youth 
Venture Lueneburg

Foundation which financially and know-
how wise support social ventures, social
businesses are self-sufficient and thus, do
not need any donations or other outside
support.

“Ashoka: Innovation for the Public”
was founded in 1981 by W. Drayton, a
former McKinsey employee. Ashoka is a
worldwide non-profit organisation that
fosters social entrepreneurs through so-
cial venture capital. Every year, a number
of outstanding social entrepreneurs are
nominated as Ashoka Fellows. With this
honour comes the access to finance,
know-how and a worldwide network.
Up to now, roughly 2,000 social entre-
preneurs have become Ashoka Fellows.
These Fellows can be found in about 70
countries including Brazil, Canada,
Germany, India and the USA. Some of
the more well-known fellows are M.
Yunus and its Grameen Bank, Zackie
Achmet who provides affordable AIDS
medicine and Sakeene Jacoobi, founder
of the Afghan Institute of Learning.

As a vast number of social entrepre-
neurship ventures are dealing with some
kind of youth-related issue, Ashoka
Fellows and Ashoka decided to found
Ashoka Youth venture which supports
projects of adolescents between the age
of 12 and 20. The main objective is to
empower juveniles by showing them that
they can change their surroundings for
the better. This falls under the general
slogan of Ashoka “Everyone’s a Change
Maker”. With their programme “Ashoka
Youth venture”, Ashoka wants to foster
entrepreneurship education at a young
age so that, once grown up, these adoles-
cents will become social entrepreneurs.

Ashoka Youth Venture is established
in about 17 countries and its German
subsidiaries are located in Berlin, Frie-
drichshafen, Stuttgart and, only very

recently, in Lueneburg. The Leuphana
University Lueneburg started coopera-
ting with Ashoka Youth Venture in late
2008. The kick-off event outlined the
initiative itself and enabled students to
receive answers to their questions. After-
wards, students were acquired to esta-
blish the initiative on campus as well as
to execute a trial run.

The Ashoka Youth Venture concept
consists of several steps. During the first
step, young adults (21+years) participate
in the so-called “Train the trainer”-
workshop to qualify as official ‘Ashoka
Trainers’. As the trial run was integrated
into a seminar conducted by CSM staff
Anica Hähnel, all participants were stu-
dents. 

In a second step, the Ashoka Trainers
spread out to acquire juveniles willing to
participate in this programme. After
having acquired a sufficient number of
adolescents, the students (Ashoka Train-
ers) execute 3 “Dream it, do it” work-
shops with them. During these work-
shops, Ashoka Trainers help adolescents
to find out what it is they want to chan-
ge in their surroundings and to guide and
assist them in finding solutions to these
societal problems. The most important
factor here is that the trainers take a
more passive role and do not make any
suggestions. They merely react if propo-
sals made by the teams are too farfetched
or not compatible with the maximum
amount of funding of 800 €. After the
teams of juveniles have determined their
idea and the resulting project, they are
required to write a miniature business
plan (“action plan”) including a project
outline, finance plan, naming an adult
coach who will assist during implementa-
tion as well as the social benefits derived
from the project.

This action plan is then presented
during a jury session. The aim of these
jury proceedings is to compare the pro-
jects with the criteria set by Ashoka
Youth venture including innovativeness,
strong team, feasibility and sustainability
(here: more in the meaning of long-
lasting). In contrast to ordinary jury ses-
sions, the goal is to present all teams with
the funding they require.

The first jury session in Lueneburg
took place on 22nd June 2009. The jury
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consisted of four members: one Ashoka
Youth Venture representative, two CSM
staff members and one staff member of
the chair of entrepreneurship.

The students participating in the semi-
nar were responsible for all tasks sur-
rounding the jury session including
photography, setting up, looking after the
adolescents during off-times as well as for
catering. Due to the fact that it was a trial
run there were only two participating
teams: “Save the skate park Sülzwiesen”
and “no rubbish cotton no plastic”.

The first team aims to rebuild a for-
merly well-known skate park in Luene-
burg. By doing so, they hope to offer
teenagers and young adults of Lueneburg
and the surrounding villages an impro-
ved choice of leisure activities.

Furthermore, they aim to promote more
social exchange while skating. The team
had a sound financial plan and had alre-
ady spoken to the manager of a hardware
store and had bargained better prices for
the required timber. Additionally, they
found a way to transport this timber for
free and had permission from their
parents to borrow the necessary tools.
The team convinced the jury with their
enormous drive and enthusiasm. 

The second team aimed to exchange
one plastic bag of every pupil of their
school with one green bag. By doing so,
they wanted to increase awareness of the
pollution impact of plastic bags. Unfor-
tunately, this team could not be sponso-
red by Ashoka Youth venture as this con-
stitutes a one-off event. However, the

team was encouraged to rethink their
idea and to include aspects such as infor-
mative events throughout the school year
and to apply again.

Overall, the trial run of Ashoka
Youth venture Lueneburg was successful.
Consequently, the university will conti-
nue its cooperation with Ashoka for the
following semesters. 

Anica Hähnel

Contact and further information: 
MBus Anica Hähnel
Phone: 04131/677-2212
E-mail: haehnel@uni.leuphana.de
Internet: www.leuphana.de/csm
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In the last ten years several universities
have launched competence centres to pro-
mote the advancement of social entrepre-
neurship from an academic direction. Es-
tablished examples are the Skoll Centre for
Social Entrepreneurship of the SAID Busi-
ness School at the Oxford University, the
Centre for the Advancement of Social
Entrepreneurship (CASE), Duke Universi-
ty, or the Center for Leadership and Values
in Society (CLVS), University of St. Gallen.
However, to foster social business activities
the Leuphana University of Lueneburg
also starts to employ teaching staff, mobi-
lize contact persons and restructure their
curricula towards a profound social entre-
preneurship education. For now, several
seminars have picked up the scientific
discourse on these topics and a junior pro-
fessorship will be implemented in this
autumn. 

Contextually, the project „Social
Change Hub (SCHub)” will be launched
at Leuphana University of Lueneburg. It
will constitute an interdisciplinary centre
of excellence and communication for so-
cial entrepreneurship which shall predomi-
nantly be organised by students and mere-
ly supported by university staff. 

A hub describes a telecommunication
appliance that physically connects routers
of a network. Thus, SCHub will be a cen-
tral access point for education and re-
search in the realm of social entrepreneur-
ship. 

For more than ten years, research on
social entrepreneurship has discussed
issues such as: how to start up and mana-
ge social projects as well as how to do this
in a financially self-sufficient and economi-
cally sustainable way. This can, for exam-
ple, be realised through innovative finan-

cing models (e.g. mixed funding through
membership fees, donations, subsidies,
public social investments). An alternative
could be complementary business models
in which products and services are sold
and revenues are reinvested in the initiated
social projects. SCHub aims at motivating
students for topics of social entrepreneurs-
hip and helping them to realise their own
ideas and projects.

Concrete objectives of SCHub are:
• improvements of education through

innovative and progressive courses (en-
trepreneurship, social change theories)

• improvements to mentoring and sup-
port of students by centralising the rea-
lisation and promotion of social entre-
preneurship projects

• networking between existing social
initiatives on campus, regionally and,
in the medium term, internationally

• networking between institutes of the
university (e.g. Start-Up Lab (Gruen-
dungslabor), Centre for Sustainability
Management (CSM), Institute for En-
vironmental Education (INFU), um-
brella association of the students’ initi-
atives (DSI), institutes of education
(related to the topic) 

• networking with other university soci-
al entrepreneurship labs (e.g. Harvard
Business School, University of St.
Gallen, University of Liechtenstein)
and non-university hub initiatives (Ber-
lin, London, Brussels)

• enhanced communication of the stu-
dents’ social commitment (professio-
nalised PR support)

Improvements of education
SCHub will develop and organise

diverse courses within the Leuphana

Bachelor and it will hold extra-curricular
events to grant access for all students. In
those courses and events, the concept of
social entrepreneurship will be taught,
discussed, implemented and advanced.
Students will be advised on societal issues
(e.g. poverty, discrimination or xenopho-
bia, low educational opportunities for
marginal groups). With respect to the con-
cept of “service learning”, students should
learn how to challenge those problems
sustainably and innovatively. In addition,
students will learn interpersonal skills; will
gain project experience as well as metho-
dological competencies. This will lead to a
higher “project culture” on campus.
Finally, students should be given the
opportunity to write their bachelor and
master theses in this subject area. 

Improvements to mentoring and
(peer)support

SCHub shall become an access point
for students who want to get involved with
societal development. Students will be
offered practical as well as scientific sup-
port during idea creation and idea realisa-
tion processes. Extra-curricular infor-
mation meetings, workshops and compe-
tent contact persons (peer supporters)
should lead for a fast project implementa-
tion and can assure a continuous mento-
ring after the end of seminars and courses.

Communication of the subject area
With the project SCHub, the topic of

and need for social entrepreneurship will
be communicated on campus and exter-
nally. To announce and communicate
SCHub, a competition for social entrepre-
neurial students and a bulletin are plan-
ned.

Outlook or Milestones of SCHub
• Networking with external project part-

ners. A first step is done. The Youth
Venture Initiative by Ashoka shall be
established on campus. In a seminar
students were trained to act as trainers
for youth social projects. Further coo-
peration with NGOs and nonprofit
companies is planned.

• Interactive exchange. To increase the
perception and recognition of SCHub
an interactive web presence shall be
developed. Such a website needs to

To enhance the social structural change and provide new ways of solving
social problems, social entrepreneurs play an increasingly important role.
Public institutions and non-governmental organisations need support of inno-
vative entrepreneurial ventures that can combine market-induced economic
necessities with socially focussed products and services. This requires an ad-
vanced entrepreneurship education that also concentrates on social and
ecological issues and the specifics of social and sustainable entrepreneurship.

A “Social Change Hub (SCHub)” – Cre-
ating Social Competencies and Fostering
Students’ Social Entrepreneurial Ventures
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support web 2.0 elements like forums
and wikis. 

• Public Relation and involvement of
existing initiatives. Furthermore, a
yearly bulletin covering reports of cur-
rent students’ initiatives on the campus
and fostering scientific discourses in
the realms of sustainable and social
entrepreneurship shall be published.

• Advancement of curricula. SCHub
shall emphasize the relevance of inno-
vative, practice and project-oriented
university courses. Especially, it shall
provide a participative development
process of university managed student
projects. 

Alexander Wall

Contact and further information: 
MBus Anica Hähnel, 
Dipl.Oec. Alexander Wall
Phone: 04131/677-2212, 

04131/677-2224
E-mail: haehnel@uni.leuphana.de,

wall@uni.leuphana.de 
Internet: www.leuphana.de/csm

is why the junior professorship is dedi-
cated to fostering and supporting practi-
cal student involvement through SCHub,
the Social Change Hub at Leuphana
University, in the form of student run en-
trepreneurial ventures as well as service
learning. The vision is thus to create an
environment that inspires not just the
few but the many to be a change maker. 

Dr. Markus Beckmann holds the new Junior
Professorship ‘Social Entrepreneurship’

economics, his doctoral thesis looks at
how individuals, organisations, and com-
panies can address unmet societal chal-
lenges through the entrepreneurial crea-
tion of value. In addition to his research,
Markus Beckman spent two years wor-
king at the Wittenberg Center for Global
Ethics, a civil society platform for dialo-
gue between political actors, the civic
sector, and business corporations.

At Leuphana University, Markus
Beckmann will work to give social entre-
preneurship a distinguished profile in the
fields of research, teaching, and student
involvement. For him, the idea that
everybody can be a change maker will be
influential in all three fields. In its re-
search, the junior professorship will look
both at social entrepreneurs as individual
change agents as well as at the potential
of social intrapreneurs within existing
civil society and business organisations.
As for teaching, the junior professor-
ship’s central objective is to assist stu-
dents from all disciplinary backgrounds
to acquire conceptual tools and manage-
ment competencies that empower them
in their capacity as future change makers.
Finally, social entrepreneurs are not
(only) dreamers but above all doers. This

“Everyone is a change maker.” This is
how Bill Drayton, founder of the organi-
sation Ashoka, put a central idea behind
the concept of social entrepreneurship.
At the same time, this very idea explains
the background against which Leuphana
University has decided to promote social
entrepreneurship as a field of scholarly
research, academic teaching, and student
involvement. Taking a leading role
among German universities, Leuphana
University Lueneburg has now created a
new position at the Centre for Sustain-
ability Management. In November 2009,
Dr. Markus Beckmann has filled this new
position as junior professor for social
entrepreneurship.

Like Bill Drayton, Markus Beckmann
believes that everyone can be a change
maker. Not surprisingly, social entrepre-
neurship combined with corporate citi-
zenship and business ethics have long
been his key research interests. He has
published his research in a number of
journals ranging from “Ökologisches
Wirtschaften” to “Business Ethics Quar-
terly”. In 2009, Dr. Beckmann received
his PhD in business and economic ethics
from Martin-Luther-University Halle-
Wittenberg. Drawing on institutional

Contact and further information: 
Prof. Dr. Markus Beckmann
Phone: 04131/677-2167, 
E-mail: markus.beckmann@uni.leuphana.de
Internet: www.leuphana.de/csm

The e-learning course FSM has started with kick-off discussions on 1 April 2009.
For the next five months thirty participants from sixteen countries will study funda-
mentals of sustainability management. The advanced training programme is conduc-
ted in cooperation with the capacity building organisation InWEnt and aims at trai-
ning managers and specialists from developing countries.

Contact and further information:
Jordis Grimm,
Frank Dubielzig
Phone: 04131/677-2539,

04131/677-2116
E-mail: grimm@uni.leuphana.de,

dubielzig@uni.leuphana.de
Internet: www.leuphana.de/csm

E-learning Course “Fellowship 
Sustainability Management” (FSM)
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Sustainability Management in Public Administration

The public administration is an
important player for Germany’s sustaina-
ble development. Whereas sustainability
management is mostly discussed in the
context of corporate performance only,
the focus of this project is laid on the
potentials of sustainability management
in Germany’s public administrative sec-
tor.

To find out about further potentials
to improve the performance of the public
sector the German Council for Sustain-
able Development of the German govern-
ment (Rat für Nachhaltige Entwicklung
der Bundesregierung) supports this pro-
ject. Its aim is to identify and systematise
methods of sustainability management
for the public sector.

In Germany, public administration is
a group of actors with vital importance
for the promotion of sustainable deve-
lopment. Many fields of action exist
which provide potential to foster sustai-
nable development, as e.g. in the field of

green purchasing, mobility or facility
management. 

In this report, CSM describes impor-
tant management tools and their potenti-
al to foster sustainability in the German
administrative sector. The survey of the
“methodological tool box” starts with
the identification of particularities of
public administration and various poten-
tial actors and their fields of action to
promote and implement sustainability
issues within the public body and
beyond. 

Approaches from corporate sustaina-
bility management are analysed whether
they could be useful to decision makers
in public management pursuing sustaina-
ble development. Adaptations and areas
of application are discussed for each
management tool as well as strengths and
weaknesses in the context of public
administration. 

Astrid Müller

Project: Sustainability Management in
Public Administration 
Funding and Main Project Partner:
German Council for Sustainable
Development (Rat für Nachaltige
Entwicklung der Bundesregierung) 
Project Duration: 01/09 to 10/09
Methods: Introduction and description
of management tools, workshops with
discussion forum
Accomplishment: 
Stefan Schaltegger, 
Berno Haller, 
Astrid Müller, 
Johanna Klewitz

Contact and further information:
E-mail: schaltegger@uni.leuphana.de,

Publication:
Schaltegger, S.; Haller, B., Müller, A. &

Klewitz, J. (2009): Nachhaltigkeitsma-
nagement in der öffentlichen Verwal-
tung. Konzepte, Systeme und Instrumen-
te des betrieblichen Managements in
der öffentlichen Verwaltung; Lüneburg:
CSM.

Sustainability Challenges for Export
Foreign trade is an essential part of

Germany’s economy. Most exports are
with OECD countries. However, the
share of developing and newly industrial-
ized countries is increasing. Some export
transactions with developing countries
imply high commercial and political risks
for exporting companies. This is why the
German federal government supports
exports of German companies by offer-
ing financial risk coverage for their
foreign trade activities. When making a
decision whether to cover export transac-
tions, ecological and social issues are of
paramount importance for the German
government. The environmental and
social assessment procedure is governed
by an OECD’s recommendation (the so
called “OECD Common Approaches”). 

CSM analysed the OECD and
German framework of the current envi-
ronmental and social assessment proce-
dure and its effects on the competitive-
ness of German companies in the utilities
and infrastructure development sector.
The analysis starts from the observation
that some German companies judge this
assessment procedure as a competitive

disadvantage because their low-cost com-
petitors from non-OECD countries like
China are not subject to the same requi-
rements. The focus on core competition
issues between exporting companies
from Germany and China allowed for a
better understanding if and how the
OECD Common Approaches could sup-
port the creation of a business case for
sustainability for German companies.

To increase competitiveness, German
export companies should rather focus on
differentiating competitive strategies and
quality leadership. CSM developed inno-
vative business and financing models
based on efficiency advantages and Clean
Development Mechanisms (CDM). Such
efficiency-advantage based approaches
can help German companies to create
competitive advantage.

Furthermore, a possibility to create
attractive financing and insurance packa-
ges is to establish a Clearing House
which coordinates the different assess-
ment procedures of banks and insurance
companies for exporting companies.

From a long-term perspective, the
German government is challenged to

actively support the international harmo-
nization between OECD and non-OECD
countries.

Matthias Schock

Project: Research project, expert forum
“Sustainability Challenges for Export” 
Funding and Main Project Partner: Euler
Hermes Kreditversicherungs-AG &
PricewaterhouseCoopers AG WPG 
Project Duration: 03/08 to 07/09
Methods: Exploratory empirical study,
literature and case study research,
discussion forum, university course.
Accomplishment: Stefan Schaltegger,
Matthias Schock, Cathrin Buttscher

Contact and further information:
E-mail: schaltegger@uni.leuphana.de,

mschock@uni.leuphana.de

Publication:
Schaltegger, S.; Schock, M. &

Buttscher, C. (2009): Nachhaltigkeit als
Herausforderung für Exportwirtschaft
und Exportkreditversicherung. Bedeu-
tung und Rolle von Finanzierung und
Umweltprüfung im B2B-Geschäft, Lüne-
burg: CSM (download).
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Developing New Markets for Biomass: An Eco-
Efficient Approach of Dehydrating Agricultural Biomass

An objective of public energy and
environmental policy is to increase the
amount of biomass used for energetic
purposes. One strategy is to exploit moist
agricultural biomass as a resource for
renewable energies. But such biomass
causes problems for transport and stora-
ge, especially if it is supposed to be pro-
cessed in industrial scales. New markets
for biomass like grass, silage or by-pro-
ducts from rural conservation have to be
developed to contribute to a diversified
energy supply.

In this research project an eco-effi-
cient technique is developed to reduce the
water content through mechanical pres-
sure. Based on the technical development
of a screw-extruder for processing grass
silage different value chains and markets
are explored. Two products result from
this technical process: dehydrated solid
matter and a fluid. The water content of
the solid matter is reduced from about 70
% to 40 %. Downstream drying through
rejected process heat provides a further
reduction of water content to less than
30 %. The solid matter can be used as
combustible, for “Biomass to liquid”-
production (BtL production) or as physi-
cal raw material. Economic comparisons

show that the solid matter competes with
wood chips and straw. Given a purchase
price of currently 45 € per tonne of grass
silage, the total costs of the process
amount to 130 € per tonne of solid mat-
ter. The silage price is crucial to the cost
structure; therefore a low purchase price
substantially leverages the economic suc-
cess. Based on the developed dehydration
process, new biomass markets, value
chains and business models were develo-
ped for materials with a currently low
demand and value added.

Additionally, the fluid was tested as a
resource for biogas production. Chemical
analyses demonstrate that it possesses
advantageous characteristics e.g. compa-
red to slurry. Because of its low energy
density transport distances should be
short. So far, there is no market for the
fluid; approaches to new markets, e.g.
ecological fertilizer, are evaluated in this
project.

Although the volatile and regionally
specific markets complicate drawing
general conclusions it could be shown
that the developed dehydration process
can stimulate new regional biomass mar-
kets for currently unattractive resources.
New markets, value chains and business

Project: Development of an Advanced
Process for the Dehydration and Pelleti-
sation of Agricultural Biomass
Funding: Deutsche Bundesstiftung
Umwelt (DBU)
Project partners: Rehart GmbH,
Pellet Power GbR
Project Duration: 02/07 to March
2010
Methods: Technical engineering, socio-
economic analyses
Accomplishment: Florian Lüdeke-
Freund

Contact and further information:
E-mail: luedeke@uni.leuphana.de

Publication:
Lüdeke-Freund, F. & Müller, J.

(2009): “Developing New Markets for
Moist Biomass: An Eco-efficient Ap-
proach of Dehydrating Agricultural
Biomass”, in: Proceedings „Biomass in
Future Landscapes – International Con-
ference”, DBFZ & ZALF, 30 March to 1
April 2009, Berlin.

models can be designed according to the
characteristics of the developed energy-
and cost-efficient extrusion process. The
project will be finished in Spring 2010. 

Florian Lüdeke-Freund

A transatlantic Line to CSM: The Latin-American
Class of the MBA Sustainability Management

Three years ago, CSM launched
together with InWent (Capacity Building
International, Germany) the first Latin-
American class of the MBA Sustainability
Management. We are proud that 15 par-
ticipants successfully completed their stu-
dies. In December 2008, Jordis Grimm
and Torsten Klinke, as representatives of
the CSM MBA team, handed over the
Diplomas to the graduates in Cartagena
de las Indias in Colombia. On the occa-
sion of a networking event of InWEnt the
participants of the first Latin-American
class came together and reported on their
professional and personal development.
For many of them the MBA and the
experience in Germany served as a career
booster. The participants work as change
agents and multiplicators in their enter-

prises and organisations, thereby contri-
buting to a more sustainable develop-
ment of their regions.

In March 2008 fifty new participants
from Latin-America started with the six
month long introduction course
“Sustainability Management”. This
course was held in Spanish and
Portuguese in an e-learning format. After
a four day selection workshop in August
2008, twenty-two participants were
selected for the whole MBA programme.

Most students of the Latin-American
class are at the same time InWent fel-
lowship participants in the
“International Leadership Training”,
with in-depth German courses, a four-
month internship and additional semi-
nars. Apart from studying the MBA

Contact and further information: 
Jordis Grimm,
Torsten Klinke
Phone: 04131/677-2539, 

04131/677-2525
E-mail: grimm@uni.leuphana.de,

klinke@uni.leuphana.de
Internet: www.leuphana.de/csm

modules the participants are collecting
experiences in German enterprises. The
students return to the Leuphana
University in autumn to complete a “six
weeks on campus phase” before they
enter the final stage with a transfer pro-
ject in their home country and their
master thesis. 

Jordis Grimm
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2009

– Dubielzig, F. (2009): Sozio-Controlling im Unternehmen. Das
Management erfolgsrelevanter sozial-gesellschaftlicher Themen in
der Praxis. Wiesbaden: Gabler.
– Esders, M. (2009): Innovations for Sustainability through
Multi-Stakeholder Innovation Initiatives, Proceedings of the 15th
International Sustainable Development Research Conference
2009, Copernicus Institute of Sustainable Development and
Innovation, University of Utrecht, The Netherlands, 04th -08th
July 2009.
– Görlach, S.; Lemken, T.; Liedtke, C.; Onischka, M.; Schmidt,
M. & Viere, T. (2009): Unternehmensnahe Instrumente – Systema-
tisierung unternehmensnaher Instrumente bzw. von Instrumenten-
clustern sowie Grobrasterung und Instrumentenauswahl zur Vor-
bereitung auf die Phase der Feinanalyse. Arbeitspapier zu Arbeits-
paket 4 des Projekts Materialeffizienz und Ressourcenschonung
(MaRess). Wuppertal: Wuppertal Institut.
– Haller, B. H. & Lüdeke-Freund, F. (2009): Machbarkeitsstudie
“Qualifizierungsoffensive Umweltbildung in Wildparks”. Ab-
schlussbericht – Projektzeitraum November 2006 bis Oktober
2007. Lüneburg: Centre for Sustainability Management.
– Hasenmüller, P. (2009): Unternehmensrisiko Klimawandel.
Risiken managen und Chancen strategisch nutzen. Wiesbaden:
Gabler.
– Herzig, C. & Godemann, J. (2009): Internet-supported sus-
tainability reporting – expectations and reality. Empirical findings
from the German DAX30, in: Quaddus, M.A. and Siddique,
M.A.B. (Eds.): The Handbook of Corporate Sustainability: Frame-
works, Strategies and Tools, Cheltenham: Edward Elgar
Publishers.
– Ingerowski, J.-B.; Kölsch, D. & Tschochohei, H. (2009):
REACH and the role of stakeholders in its socio-economic ana-
lysis, Journal of Business Chemistry, Vol. 6, No. 2, 69-87.
– Lee, K-H. & Kim, J-W. (2009): Current Status of CSR in the
Realm of Supply Management. The Case of the Korean Electronics
Industry, Supply Chain Management: An International Journal,
Vol. 14, No. 2, 138-148.
– Lee, K.H. (2009): Environmental Cost Accounting: Manage-
rial Implications for Sustainability Accounting and Management, 
the 12th Annual Conference of Environmental Management
Accounting Network in Europe (EMAN-EU), 23-24 April, Czech
National Bank Congress Center, Prague, Czech Republic.
– Lee, K-H. & Kim, J-W. (2009): Current Status of CSR in the
Realm of Supply Management. The Case of the Korean Electronics
Industry, Supply Chain Management. An International Journal,
Vol. 14, No. 2, 138-148.
– Lüdeke-Freund, F. (2009): Business Models for Sustainability –
Innovative Regional Business Models as Subject and Trigger of a
Sustainable Change in the Energy Industry, in: Andersen, R. D. &
Lehmann, M. (Eds.): “Joint Actions on Climate Change” – Confe-
rence Proceedings. European Roundtable for Sustainable Con-
sumption and Production 13, The Greening of Industry Network
2009, SCORE!, Nordic Life Cycle Association, Euro Sustain-
ability, Aalborg, Dänemark, 8.-10. Juni 2009.

– Lüdeke-Freund, F. & Müller, J. (2009): Developing New
Markets for Moist Biomass: An Eco-efficient Approach of Dehy-
drating Agricultural Biomass, in: Proceedings „Biomass in Future
Landscapes – International Conference”. Deutsches Biomasse For-
schungszentrum (DBFZ) & Leibniz-Zentrum für Agrarland-
schaftsforschung (ZALF), Berlin, 30. März bis 01. April 2009.
– Peylo, B. T. & Schaltegger, S. (2009): Impulse für das Manage-
ment von Nachhaltigkeitsfonds. Nachhaltiges Investment unter
der Lupe, Betriebswirtschaftliche Blätter, Nr. 8, 441-449.
– Peylo, B.T. & Schaltegger, S. (2009): Nachhaltiges Investment
als Beitrag zur Markteffizienz. Eine Lehre aus der Finanzmarkt-
krise, Betriebswirtschaftliche Blätter, Nr. 2, 104-110.
– Richter, M. (2009): Offshore-Windenergie in Deutschland. Po-
tenziale, Anforderungen und Hürden der Projektfinanzierung von
Offshore-Windparks in der deutschen Nord- und Ostsee. Lüne-
burg: Centre for Sustainability Management.
– Schaltegger, S.; Schock, M. & Buttscher, C. (2009): Nachhaltig-
keit als Herausforderung für Exportwirtschaft und Exportkreditver-
sicherung. Bedeutung und Rolle von Finanzierung und Umwelt-
prüfung im B2B-Geschäft. Hamburg: Euler Hermes/PWC /CSM.
– Staritz, E. (2009): Umweltmanagementsysteme in europäi-
schen Häfen. Diskussion der Einführung eines Umweltmanage-
mentsystems am Beispiel der Hamburg Port Authority. Lüneburg:
Centre for Sustainability Management.
– Tschochohei, H. & Zimmermann, S. (Eds.) (2009): Gover-
nance und Marktdesign. Auf der Suche nach den besten “Spiel-
regeln” – Perspektiven aus Wissenschaft, Praxis und Politik. Frank-
furt a. M.: Peter Lang.
– Unger, G. (2009): Die Operationalisierung nachhaltiger Strate-
giepfade für die deutsche Energieversorgung unter besonderer Be-
rücksichtigung der erneuerbaren Energien. Masterarbeit im MBA-
Studiengang Sustainability Management. Lüneburg: Centre for
Sustainability Management.

2008

– Beyer, M.; Freund, E.; Grün, N.; Langer, V.; Kilburg, M.;
Kirchgeorg, T.; Reuter, R.; Schmitt, D.; Wiese, A.; Winterstein, M.
& Wüstenberg, L. (2008): Klimaneutrale Universität – Studen-
tischer Ergebnisbericht des Projektseminars “Klimaneutrale Leu-
phana Universität Lüneburg – Planung (KLIMA 2)” im Winterse-
mester 2007/2008. Lüneburg: Centre for Sustainability Manage-
ment.
– Brugger, F. (2008): Unternehmerische Nachhaltigkeitskommu-
nikation. Ansätze zur Stärkung unternehmerischer Nachhaltigkeit.
Lüneburg: Centre for Sustainability Management.
– Burritt, L.R.; Herzig, C. & Tadeo, B.D. (2008): Environmental
Management Accounting for cleaner production: The case of a
Philippine rice mill, Journal of Cleaner Production, doi:
10.1016/j.jclepro.2008.07.005, 1-9.
– Esders, M. (2008): Conceptualising the Assessment of Eco-
Innovation Performance. A Theory Based Framework for Deriving
Eco-Innovation Key Performance Indicators and Drivers (EI-KPIs).
Lüneburg: Centre for Sustainability Management.
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– Godemann, J.; Herzig, C. & Blanke, M. (2008): Dialogorien-
tierte Nachhaltigkeitsberichterstattung im Internet. Untersuchung
der DAX-30-Unternehmen, in: Isenmann, R. & Gomez, J. (Hrsg.):
Internetbasierte Nachhaltigkeitsberichterstattung. Maßgeschnei-
derte Stakeholder-Kommunikation mit IT. Berlin: Erich Schmidt
Verlag, 371-387.
– Herzig, C. (2008): Internet-supported sustainability reporting.
Empirical findings from the German DAX30, Proceedings of the
Corporate Responsibility Research Conference 2008 on “Chal-
lenging the Mainstream”. Queen’s University of Belfast, Northern
Ireland, United Kingdom, 7-9 September 2008.
– Herzig, C. (2008): Sustainability reporting on the World Wide
Web: Developments in Germany, Paper presentation at the 2nd
Italian Conference on Social and Environmental Accounting Res-
earch. University of Bologna – Rimini Campus, Italy, 17-19 Sep-
tember 2008. 
– Herzig, C.; Burritt, R.L. & Bode, S. (2008): The Use of En-
vironmental Management Accounting for Investment in and Con-
trol of ‘Clean Development Mechanism’ Projects, in: Csutora, M.
& Szerenyi, Z. M. (Eds.): Sustainability and Corporate Responsi-
bility Accounting – measuring and managing business benefits.
Proceedings, Budapest: Corvinus University of Budapest, 119-123.
– Herzig, C.; Burritt, R. L. & Bode, S. (2008): The Use of En-
vironmental Management Accounting for Investment in and Con-
trol of ‘Clean Development Mechanism’ Projects, Paper presentation
at the 11th Environmental Management Accounting Network-
Europe 2008 Conference on “Sustainability and Corporate Res-
ponsibility Accounting – measuring and managing business bene-
fits”. Corvinus University of Budapest, Hungary, 6-7 October 2008.
– Ingerowski J.B.; Kölsch, D. & Tschochohei H. (2008): An-
spruchsgruppen in der neuen europäischen Chemikalienregulierung
(REACh), Zeitschrift für Umweltpolitik und Umweltrecht, Jg. 31, Nr.
3, 315 – 354.
– Lee, K.H. (2008): Corporate Environmental Management and
Practices of SMEs: The Case of Korean Manufacturing Industry,
Journal of Sustainable Management, Vol. 8, No. 1, 73-86.
– Lee, K.H. (2008): Corporate Environmental Management and
Practices of SMEs: The Case of Korean Manufacturing Industry,
Journal of Sustainable Management, Vol. 8, No. 1, 73-86.
– Lüdeke, F. (2008): Rezension zu: Bilharz, Michael (2008):
„Key Points” nachhaltigen Konsums. Ein strukturpolitisch fun-
dierter Strategieansatz für die Nachhaltigkeitskommunikation im
Kontext aktivierender Verbraucherpolitik. Wirtschaftswissen-
schaftliche Nachhaltigkeitsforschung Band 4. Marburg: Metro-
polis, Ökologisches Wirtschaften 4/2008, 53-54.
– Schaltegger, S. (2008): Was kennzeichnet ein nachhaltiges Un-
ternehmen?, Studiosus Nr. 11, November, 15-18. 
– Schaltegger, S. (2008): Erfolgsrelevant. Unternehmerische Nach-
haltigkeit schaffen, Bankpraxis und Geschäftspolitik, Nr. 7, 22-25.
– Schaltegger, S. (2008): From CSR to Corporate Sustainability,
Forum CSR International, 40-41.
– Schaltegger, S. (2008): Ressourcensicherung durch Nachhaltig-
keitsmanagement, Die Volkswirtschaft, 81. Jg., Nr. 9, 45 (auch in
Französisch: Préserver les Ressources par une Gestion Durable, La
Vie Économique, 81e année, No 9, 45). 

– Schaltegger, S. (2008): Unternehmen für Nachhaltigkeit. Der
Einsatz für gesellschaftliche Anliegen wird zum Bestandteil der be-
trieblichen Wertschöpfung, Dossier zu Welt-Sichten 6/2008, 20-22. 
– Schaltegger, S. (2008): Zentrale Bedeutung des “Business Case
for Sustainability” für Nachhaltiges Investment, in: Faust, M. &
Scholz, S. (Hrsg.): Nachhaltige Geldanlagen. Produkte, Strategien
und Beratungskonzepte. Frankfurt: Frankfurt School of Finance
Verlag, 61-79.
– Schaltegger,S.; Bennett, M.; Burritt, R. & Jasch, C. (2008): En-
vironmental Management Accounting as a Support for Cleaner
Production, in: Schaltegger,S.; Bennett, M.; Burritt, R. & Jasch, C.
(Eds): Environmental Management Accounting for Cleaner Pro-
duction. Dordrecht: Springer, 3-26.
– Schock, M. (2008): Lagging Behind in CSR? Japanese Compa-
nies on their Way to Corporate Sustainability Management, Japan
aktuell – Journal of Current Japanese Affairs, Vol. 16, No. 4, 67-86.
– Tschochohei, H. & Zöckler, J. (2008): in: Antes, R.; Hans-
jürgens, B. & Lethmate, P. (Hrsg.): Emissions trading: institutional
design, decision making and corporate strategies. Heidelberg:
Springer, 21-35.

Lee, K.H., Kim, W.Y., Kim, J.I. & Cho, K.Y.
(2008): Social Science Approaches to Sus-
tainable Development. 

Seoul: Hankyungsa. (in Korean)
Since the publication of the report Our Common Future in

1987 by the World Commission on Economic Development
(WCED), the term sustainable development has seen wide use,
and is generally defined as a practice to meet the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs. The WCED asserted the simultaneous
adoption of environmental, economic, and social principles to
pursue sustainable development.

This book makes an attempt to reply to the WCED’s effort
in higher education in Korea. On the higher education and uni-
versity education level, a broad range of topics are covered
under different faculties and departments. As a result, students
encounter some difficulties to obtain a clear and systematic pic-
ture what is sustainable development in the society. The book
introduces the paradigms of science and economics in the
Western and the Oriental sphere. With a social science appro-
ach, the authors explore the paradigm shift since the 15th cen-
tury and sustainability issues of sustainability in our society. The
book covers social developments, trade and economy, business
and the environment, business paradigms, philosophical issues
in the Western and the Oriental world, and educational deve-
lopment and approaches for a sustainable society. 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Dubielzig, F. (2009):
Sozio-Controlling im
Unternehmen: Das
Management erfolgs-
relevanter sozial-
gesellschaftlicher
Themen in der Praxis. 

Wiesbaden: Gabler. (in German)
Social aspects like child labour, equal

opportunities, corruption and demogra-
phic transition are becoming increasingly
relevant for corporate success. But up to
now there is no theoretically well-foun-
ded concept that allows companies to
manage these topics systematically.

This doctoral dissertation firstly ana-
lyses characteristics of social sustainabili-
ty and strengths and weaknesses of
approaches for management control and
social management. Based on this a new
concept is developed that allows compa-
nies to monitor, measure, communicate
and manage social topics that are rele-
vant for success. The concept is divided
in six modules like planning, checking
and information supply. For each of the
modules relevant tasks, actors and
methods are presented. Finally the con-
cept of social management control is illu-
strated with a case study of the pharma-
ceutical company Novartis Ltd..

Helmke, A.C. (2009):
Windenergie in Süd-
amerika, Darstellung
und Analyse ökonomi-
scher Einflussgrößen in
Argentinien, Brasilien
und Chile.  

Wiesbaden: Gabler. (in German)
Wind power can play an important

role within the electricity supply in deve-
loping countries. Until now a boom wit-
hin the sector in South America can not
be observed despite excellent wind condi-
tions and first promotion schemes. The
rivalry to conventional energies and the
little availability of wind turbines have a
negative impact on the development of
wind power in the region. Additionally,
the existence of a public promotion sche-
me is not a positive driver per se. How-
ever, sector affiliated companies should
rely on personal contacts, academic de-
grees and language skills as positive im-
pact factors for further growth. 

So far, theoretical and empirical stu-
dies in this area are not available. For the
first time in current research activities the
author develops a theoretical framework
to identify and analyse influencing varia-
bles to wind power activities in Argen-
tina, Brazil and Chile. The study is based
on 52 qualitative expert interviews, car-
ried out from 10/07-03/08.

Schaltegger, S.; Bennett,
M.; Burritt, R.L. & Jasch,
C. (Eds.) (2008):
Environmental Man-
agement Accounting
for Cleaner Production.
Eco-Efficiency in In-
dustry and Science,
Volume 24.

Dordrecht: Springer. (in English)
Sustainability requires companies to

develop in an economically, environmen-
tally and socially sustainable manner.
Corporate sustainable development in
turn requires movement towards cleaner
production. In order to recognize the po-
tential from cleaner production – redu-
ced costs and fewer environmental im-
pacts through the reduced use of materi-
als – environmental management accoun-
ting (EMA) is a necessary information
management tool. 

Environmental Management Ac-
counting for Cleaner Production reveals
a set of tools for companies to collect,
evaluate and interpret the information
they need to estimate their potential to
use cleaner production to realize cost
savings and to make the best decisions
about the available cleaner production
options. EMA is therefore a key for dri-
ving environmental progress, cost
savings, increased competitiveness and
corporate sustainability through the
means of cleaner production.

Tschochohei, H. & Zimmermann, S. (Eds.)
(2009): Governance und Marktdesign. Auf
der Suche nach den besten “Spielregeln” –
Perspektiven aus Wissenschaft, Praxis und
Politik.

Frankfurt a. M.: Peter Lang. (in German)
How should markets and organisations be designed to lead

economic activities to more efficient results? Under which cir-
cumstances does the market fail as co-ordination mechanism
and how can its functionality be assured? Which influence
should the governance exert? On an economic level as well as
on inter-company and intra-company levels the articles of this
book are looking for perfect market designs. A multitude of
objectives of investigation e.g. regulation of the energy market
and rail traffic, corporate governance, remuneration schemes or
auctions are discussed with diverse research methods. This book
is based on a conference of the student council of the economic
and social sciences of the Cusanuswerk in November 2007.

Hasenmüller, P. (2009): Unternehmensrisiko
Klimawandel: Risiken managen und
Chancen strategisch nutzen.

Wiesbaden: Gabler. (in German)
The economic and financial consequences of the climate

change are becoming increasingly perceptible: Today but es-
pecially in the near future corporations will be affected by direct
risks and costs, for example caused by extreme weather events.
This could concern diverse market areas. Companies need to
face the depreciation of their consumers or disarrangements of
market demand as well as political regulations on CO2 emis-
sions or the loss of legitimation and reputation within the socie-
ty. Despite these problems the climate change implies also eco-
nomic and competitive advantage potentials for future-oriented
companies, which requires adequate strategic management
methods. This Book covers a corporate climate risk manage-
ment concept (CCRM) that can support companies to identify
and manage the climate-related business risks and maintain the
long-termed business success.
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